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Dilworth's theorem gives the number of chains whose union is a given partially 
ordered set in terms of intrinsic properties of the partial ordering. This paper 
uses Dilworth's theorem to find the number of chains needed to uniquely 
determine a given partially ordered set in terms of intrinsic properties of the 
partial ordering. Ifa covers band c covers d, then (a, b) and (c, d) are incomparable 
covers if either a or b is incomparable with either c or d. We prove that the 
number of chains whose transtitive closure is a given partial ordering is the 
largest number of elements in any set of incomparable covers plus the number 
of isolated elements of the partially ordered set. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Di lworth's  decomposit ion theorem for part ial ly ordered sets states 
that the smallest number of  chains needed to write a part ial ly ordered 
set as a union of  chains is the largest number of  elements in any set of  
pairwise incomparable lements of  the part ial ly ordered set [1]. For  an 
interesting and clever proof,  see [2]. Since this theorem concerns the 
part it ioning of  a set relative to the external structure o f  a part ia l  ordering, 
it is natural  to ask how much information about  the part ia l  ordering 
Di lworth's  theorem yields. 
At  first glance the answer to the question posed above seems to be 
"not  much."  For  example, there are 3 non- isomorphic part ial  orderings 
of  the set {a, b, c, d}, each of  which can be written as the set union of the 
two chains a > b and c > d. In this note I introduce the concept of  
" incomparable  covers" and in terms of that concept prove an analog of  
Di lworth's  theorem that yields a decomposit ion of  finite part ial ly ordered 
set into a minimal  collection of  chains that uniquely determines the 
part ial  ordering. 
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2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
A partial ordering P on a set S will be regarded as a subset of S • S. 
We shall often write aPb to indicate that (a, b)~ P. When the partial 
ordering under consideration is clear from context, we shall use the 
symbol ~ rather than introduce a special symbol for each partial ordering 
that appears in the paper. A pair (a, b) will be called a cover if a covers b 
relative to P. Covers (a, b) and (c, d) will be called comparable if both 
a and b are comparable with each of r and d relative to P. Of course, 
if two covers are not comparable, they will be called incomparable covers. 
Elements of a partially ordered set which are comparable with no other 
elements will be called isolated. 
Let (S, P) be a partially ordered set. Suppose S is the union of a 
collection ff of chains. Define the relation T(Cg) on S by (a, b) ~ T((~ ) if 
there is a sequence a = Xl, x2 ..... xn = b of elements of S such that for 
each i ~ n --  1, there is a CieC~ such that xi and X~+l are in C~ and 
xi ~ X~+l in C~. (T(Cg) is just the transitive closure of the union of the 
partial orderings of the chains.) I f  T(Cg)= P, we shall say that 
determines P. The examples mentioned in the introduction show that the 
chains guaranteed by Dilworth's theorem need not determine the partial 
order they arise from. 
3. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
THEOREM. If a finite partially ordered set (S, P) has a set of k incom- 
parable covers but no set of k + 1 incomparable covers and has i isolated 
elements, then P is determined by k + i (and no fewer) chains. 
Proof. It is clear that P can not be determined by fewer than k + i 
chains, so that we must prove that it can be determined by k + i chains. 
Let ~ denote the collection of all covers of (S, P). Partially order ~Y" with 
the ordering P given by 
(a, b) P (c, d) if ape and either bPc or b = d. 
It is easy to check that P is a partial ordering ofo,Yf and that (a, b) and (c, d) 
are comparable covers if and only if they are comparable relative to P. 
Thus there is a set of k incomparable lements of the partially ordered 
set (~", P), and there is no set of k + 1 incomparable elements of (~ ,  P). 
By applying Dilworth's theorem to (•,  P), we see that ~Y" is a union of 
k chains. 
Le t / "  be a collection of k chains of (JY-, P) whose union is Jd. For each 
chain C in F, there is a chain C = C(C) of (S, P). The chain C may be 
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described as follows. The elements of C are those elements x of S such 
that either (x, y) or (y, x) is in C for some y in S. The partial ordering 
of C is given by a ~ b in C if there are elements x and y in S such that 
(a, x) ~ C and (y, b) ~ C and also (a, x) ~ (y, b) in C. 
Suppose aPb, but a :/: b. Since (S, P) is finite, there is a sequence of 
elements Xl ..... x,~, with a = x l ,  b = x,~, such that x~ covers x~+t, 
relative to P. Then (x~, x~+t) is in some chain C~ of F. Thus x~ covers x~+t 
in C(C~). 
Now let C~ denote the one element chain consisting of x alone, and let 
cr = {C~ [ x is an isolated element of S} u (C(C) I C ~ F}. 
Then, if aPb, it is clear that aT(CO)b, where T(C~) is the partial order 
described in Section 2. Also T(C~)_C p, so that T (~)= P and the 
theorem is proved. 
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